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On the face of it, there would seem nothing positive about
bereavement. However, this could be the greatest time of
personal growth, development and enlightenment you are
ever likely to have.
Both of us, the authors, have experienced loss of loved
ones, including family members. We don't say any of these
things lightly and our only reason for writing this short book
is to try and share a little of what we learned on this
incredible journey. We know what you are going through
and want to help you.
We will do our best to gude you through the maze of
bereavement and help you understand the rollercoaster of
emotions that you will experience.
More than this, we want to give you the information that will
make the difference between dispair and hope - the
evidence that there is life after death and you will see your
loved one again.
You CAN survive bereavement - and you WILL!

What you are experiencing is normal, although this will be
hard to believe.
It can also be hard to believe that almost every person who
has ever lived, has experienced or will experience what you
are experiencing now.
That doesn't make it any less painful and overwhelming of
course. But at some point in your bereavement, it may be
helpful to see it as part of the human experience - a part
which we generally can't escape.
Above all, the point to take from this is that humans really
do have the strength to survive and recover from what you
are currently experiencing. This can be comforting at a
moment when you question your strength and ability to
cope.

First things first. You must look after yourself. When
bereavement first hits, in particular, people can find that
they stop eating, stop sleeping, don't want to get up and get
showered and dressed. All the usual routines can fly out the
window because they just don't seem important compared
to what has happened.
In order to survive and come through bereavement as
healthily and quickly as possible, you MUST LOOK AFTER
YOURSELF.
1) Eat
If you don't want to eat a lot, put yourself through the
discipline of preparing something small but healthy. All the
boring things anyone has ever said to you about healthy
eating are more critical now than ever. Make sure you eat
lots of vegetables and fruit in order to keep your energy up
and your body supplied with the vitamins and minerals that
are so essential for you to be healthy. If you have never
bothered with vitamin tablets or healthy eating at any other
time in your life, make this the time when you do.
2) Sleep
Sleep is a great healer. It is also a time when our brains
work a lot of things out. If you can't sleep solidly at night,
then take lots of 10-15 minute cat naps during the day. It's
not ideal, but it adds up to a significant improvement.
3) Try and keep normal routines going.
Get up, get showered, get dressed. Do the things you have
to do in your day. Keep the basics ticking over. The rest will
come with time.

When a loved one dies, it is hard to understand how the
rest of the world seems to carry on as normal. A newly
bereaved person often wants to scream and shout at the
rest of the world because of this.
This phase is sharpest in the first few days and the time
leading up to the funeral. It normally subsides as the initial
shock and trauma passes. The funeral can represent an
important point in the bereavement process. It is not until
after the funeral that healing generally can start.
Another often unexpected symptom of bereavement is a
shaky and altered sense of reality and/or time. You may find
yourself questioning your sanity, so it helps to understand
that all these things are a normal part of bereavement.
Again, these things will pass in time, although it may take
several months. Everybody is different.

You can lessen the trauma of the day of the funeral by
making some simple changes to the normal schedule.
Funeral directors are very flexible and are there to serve
your needs, so don't be afraid or intimidated.
Funeral Cars
When sitting in a big black funeral car following a hearse,
the ride to the crematorium or church can feel like the
longest ride of your life - even though it is typically only 1020 minutes. The practical reason for using funeral cars is to
remove the need for family members to have to drive a car
when under great strain and distress. This is obviously a
sensible precaution in terms of road safety, but there are
alternatives to using the big black cars provided by the
funeral directors. If you feel that the funeral cars will add to
your trauma on the day, consider asking a friend to drive
you - or even a reliable taxi service.
Following the coffin
There are two main alternatives for the beginning of a
funeral service. Either the close family follow the coffin in to
the church/crematorium chapel and others follow after OR
all attending the funeral take their places in the chapel and
the coffin is then brought in by the funeral directors. Many
people will find that it is less traumatic to opt for the second
of these options. Following behind the coffin can be very
painful and emotionally difficult. A person can feel that all
eyes are on them and their legs can feel like jelly. Again, a
short walk can seem a very long walk indeed. By taking
their seats in the church and quietly waiting for the service
to begin, those closest to the deceased can take a moment
to compose themselves and pray.
Funeral directors expect both options equally and are very
helpful. It is best to make your wishes known when you
discuss the funeral arrangements. That way, the funeral
director can gently manage proceedings in the smoothest
and most respectful way.

At the end of the service
In a cremation service, there are various options - some of
which depend on the design of the crematorium chapel.
Some chapels have curtains and roller beds. Some have a
mechanism that simply lowers the surface that the coffin is
displayed on.
For some people, it is very upsetting to see the coffin being
lowered. In practical terms, the lowering is entirely symbolic.
As such, there is little point doing something that will only
serve to distress. If you would like the coffin to not be
lowered, let the funeral director and minister/priest know
your wishes. Again, it is quite normal for people to opt for
either decision.
Similar choices are available where the chapel has a curtain
and rollerbed arrangement. For some people, the closing of
the curtain adds unnecessary distress. Rollerbeds that
move the coffin through a hole in the wall can be even more
upsetting. You should feel free to ask the funeral director
and priest to not close the curtain or start the conveyer belt
mechanism. Instead, the coffin is left in the same position at
the end of the service.
Above all, do not feel guilty or that you are letting your loved
one down in any way by making different choices about the
funeral. There is no right or absolute way to conduct a
funeral. The day is for you to hold in a way that best suits
your family.

Once the funeral is over, the healing must start. What we
have to share with you can help you before a loved one
even dies and certainly in the time leading up to the funeral.
But many people have no real understanding of death and
what lies beyond and are so scared of it that they will not
discuss it or learn about it. In fact, most people do not
consider death until it is thrust upon them.
Many people do not start their search for acceptance and
understanding until after a funeral. If you are lucky enough
to start reading this book, or similar material, before you
reach that situation, you will hopefully find you are better
prepared to cope.
One of the hardest things about losing a loved one is the
feeling of not being able to hug them, hold their hand, talk
with them again. What we will share with you cannot take
away that immediate pain of loss, but it will hopefully give
you confidence and knowledge that you WILL see your
loved one again. This has been shown to lessen the pain
and shorten the grieving and healing process.
Yes - you have read that right!
You will be with them in an even better way than you could
ever be on Earth - according to the latest scientific and
medical findings from Near Death Experience survivors who
have died and been resuscitated whilst in hospital or in
other circumstances.

What happens when we die?
For a long time, the common view has been that we don't
know what lies beyond death because no-one had ever
come back to tell us. But these days, there is so much
information, so many witness accounts, it is a different
matter.
Due to modern resuscitation techniques, there are massive
numbers of people who get resuscitated having died,
ususally in hospital. In the past, cardiac arrest was normally
a condition that people didn't come back from. Now,
somewhere between 2% and 20% of cardiac arrest patients
survive [Ref. 1]. Of these, somewhere between 10% and
20% report a Near Death Experience. [Ref. 1,2,3,4,5]
Of those that do not report a Near Death Experience, it is
thought there is a group that simply do not remember what
they experienced. The cardiologist, Dr Morris Rawlings,
found that some patients reported a Near Death Experience
immediately after being brought back to life, but had
forgotten a short while afterwards. [Ref. 6]
You should read the scientific papers and writings of
doctors and scientific researchers in order to be confident of
what we are telling you here. It is not our desire to provide
false or misleading information. It is our objective to share
the information and point you in the direction of solid
information and research. You should do your own research
and be confident of your conclusions.

The Witnesses
Near Death Experience survivors are witnesses. They have
experienced something and relate that experience.
When people are witnesses to a crime, their accounts are
valued and relied upon in a court of law. People accused of
crimes have been convicted, freed, even executed, due to
witness accounts. So it should not be difficult for a
reasonable person to take into serious account the witness
statement of people who have had a Near Death
Experience. If you would convict someone because of a
witness account, you should treat the witness account of a
Near Death Experience survivor with equal confidence and
validity.
The case for the validity of Near Death Experiences does
not hang solely on witness statements. In addition, there
are expert medical witnesses who testify to the fact that
death has taken place. There is medical equipment that
clearly measures and demonstrates brain death. Some
Near Death Experience survivors can even produce their
own death certificate - a fact that is giving life insurance
companies pause for thought.

The witnesses come from many and varied walks of life,
background, religion (atheists and believers), culture, age,
countries. There is no single unifying factor amongst them.
This broad spectrum of people are no more or less reliable
as witnesses than any jury or court of law witness would be.
What unites Near Death Experience survivors is the
similarity of their accounts. From all corners of the world, all
faiths and lack of faiths, all ages, all races, all genders come a massive set of witness accounts with remarkable
similarities and overwhelming consistency.

We would like to move on to telling you about what happens
in a Near Death Experience, but there is a risk that you will
still have questions in your mind about validity and will
therefore read no further. So we must address these issues
now.
You may prefer to skip these few pages and come back
later when you have read the wonderful information about
what lies after death.
We have been asked pretty much every question that can
be asked. If we don't address your question here, please
contact us so we can.

Q. Is the NDE due to anaesthetic?
A. No. A person cannot dream whilst under anaesthetic.
[Ref. 7,8]

Q. Is the NDE due to prescribed drugs?
A. Many people have NDEs whilst not on any drugs e.g.
road accidents, heart attacks

Q. Is it a dream?
A. 1) If a person is flatlining, there is no brain activity and
dreaming is not possible. [Ref. 9,10]
2) Many NDEs take place on operating theatre tables and
in hospital beds where a patient is connected to
monitoring equipment that clearly measure the zero brain
activity. [Ref. 9,10]
3) If it is a dream, it is a remarkably similar dream which is
dreamed world-wide in these conditions. This is incredibly
unlikely. [Ref. 11,12]
4) On waking up, the patient describes their NDE as being
more real than the reality they wake up in. They describe
our every day earthly reality as being more like a bad
dream than where they have been.
[Ref. 13,14]

5) Dreams don't often dramatically change people's lives.
NDE survivors have changed from criminals to pastors,
from millionaires to ministers, professors to priests - directly
after and as a result of their experience of the afterlife.
[Ref. 13]
Often, the wives and husbands of NDE survivors can hardly
or can no longer recognise their spouse due to the
complete positive transformation of their personality.
Lucid Dream vs OBE: [Ref. 15]
Lucid Dream
A. 50%-70% incidence in general population.
B. Occurs only during sleep.
C. Dreamer can consciously program the dream.
D. Dreamer and physical body are still integrated.
E. Consciousness often vivid, with mystical qualities in
experienced subjects.
F. Dream is seen as a totally personal (subjective)
production of the dreamer's mind.
G. EEG; REM dream type with occasional alpha.
H. Physical body not visible.
I. Fewer have a lasting positive impact.
OBE (Out of Body Experience)
A. 14%-25% incidence in general population.
B. Occurs usually when awake.
C. OBEer is a passive, objective observer.
D. OBEer perceives him/herself as separated from the
physical body, which is inert and thoughtless.
E. Consciousness more ordinary,like being awake, even in
experienced subjects.
F. OBEer does not see it as a subjective personal
production, but rather as objective reality.
G. No typical REM findings on EEG.
H. Physical body usually visible.
I. Usually a highly positive lasting impact.

Q. What about the dying brain theory?
The brains of Alzheimers patients slowly die as their brain
cells die. Alzheimers patients do not come back to vibrant
life. The cell death cannot be reversed. [Ref. 16]
In contrast, NDE survivors often come back full of life, with
healthy active brains that show no sign of brain damage.
Their brains were inactive whilst they were dead, but the
cells did not die. Some NDE survivors do indeed suffer
brain damage consistent with the duration of their brain
death. However, there are many cases where the survivor
has been dead hours or days yet returns with little or no
brain damage. The fact that there are NDE survivors
without brain damage demonstrates that NDEs cannot be
explained as a consequence of brain damage. [Ref. 17]

"The fundamental challenge of Neuroscience today is to
understand how consciousness can persist at the point of
death, even in dying disfunctional brains" (Bruce Greyson,
Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry, University of Virginia)

Q. Is the tunnel of light due to light coming into dying eyes?
A. Dr Kenneth Ring did a 5 year study on people born blind
who had never seen from birth - and yet had Near Death
Experiences. They reported seeing for the first time during
their Near Death Experience. [Ref. 18]
This tells us that the Near Death Experience cannot be
explained by light effects in dying eyes.
It also tells us that the dream hypothesis is invalid due to
the fact that blind people tell us they only dream in senses
other than sight i.e. hearing, smell, touch and taste.

Q. Could it be wish fulfillment?
A. A very well known NDE case was of Professor Howard
Storm who was a self-proclaimed confirmed atheist. Prior to
his NDE he believed that "when you are dead, you are
dead".
He had a profound life-changing NDE and, upon his return,
became a priest.
Like many NDE survivors, he did not find what he expected
when he died.
You can read Howard Storm's story in his book "My
Descent into Death".

Hopefully we have now addressed any preconceived ideas
or doubts about Near Death Experiences. Many people who
would ask the questions we covered, do so because they
have not in fact studied the subject or are repeating a weak
theory they have picked up in conversation. This happens
with many subjects, but this subject is not one that anyone
can afford to be ignorant of. The obvious reason for this is
that bereavement is much more of a problem to people
without knowledge of NDE phenomenon.
Whilst we are sharing NDE evidence in order to heal
bereavement and that is the focus of this book, there is
considerably more to be learned from NDE accounts. It is a
fascinating subject that yields answers to questions like:
Q. Why am I here?
Q. What's life about?
Q. Why do bad things happen to good people?
Q. Why do people have to die?
Q. Why is there no justice in life?
Q. Why did God make X happen?
Q. Is the brain a producer or a receiver of consciousness?
Q. Where do we go when we die?
Q. Where were we before we lived?
Q. Will I see my loved ones again?
NDEs answer the biggest questions in life. Imagine you met
Jesus. What would you ask him? Would you like to know
what others asked and the answers he gave?
Whether Christian or non-Christian, atheist or believer,
NDEs hold some very important and interesting information.

What happens in an NDE?
Near Death Experiences have certain common
elements and occur on a scale. Some people just
report out of body experiences in which their
consciousness leaves the body and looks down on the
room from the ceiling maybe. Others report travelling
through tunnels, flying out through stars, feeling at one
with the Universe, going into heaven, meeting Jesus
and angels, having a life review and having profound
conversations with Jesus.
Professor Bruce Greyson, Professor Emeritus of
Psychiatry at the University of Virginia, compiled a
scale to measure the extent of Near Death
Experiences. This has become known as The Greyson
Scale. [Ref. 19]
The pediatrician, Dr Melvin Morse, also described nine
points that are common to Near Death Experiences:
[Ref. 20]
1) a sense of being dead
2) a feeling of peace and painlessness
3) an out-of-body experience
4) a tunnel experience
5) encountering "People of Light"
6) encountering a "Being of Light", a "force" or similar
7) being given a "life review"
8) a reluctance to return to life
9) After effects such as personality transformation, loss
of fear of death, greater spirituality, greater ecological
sensitivity.
In the pages that follow, we will provide some quotes
from Near Death Experience survivors that illustrate
these points.

1) a sense of being dead

"Sort of relaxing and closing my eyes, I waited for the end.
This was it, I felt. This was the big nothing, the big blackout,
the one you never wake up from, the end of existence. I had
absolute certainty that there was nothing beyond this life –
because that was how really smart people understood it.
...For a time there was a sense of being unconscious or
asleep. I'm not sure how long it lasted, but I felt really
strange, and I opened my eyes. To my surprise I was
standing up next to the bed, and I was looking at my body
laying in the bed."
- Professor Howard Storm, ex-atheist, NDE survivor, now a
minister [Ref.13]

Ritchie was shocked to see that a young man was lying in
the bed that he had just vacated. "The thing was
impossible," he recalled. "I myself had just gotten out of that
bed. For a moment I wrestled with the mystery of it. It was
too strange to think about- and anyway, I didn't have time."
- Dr George Ritchie [Ref. 21]

"I was shocked to find that I still existed, but I didn't know
where I was. The one thought that kept rolling through my
mind was 'How can I be when I am not?'. That really
troubled me. I was trying to analyse what was going on, but
it didn't make sense. Then I remembered Descartes famous
line:' I think therefore I am'. That took a huge burden off of
me, for it was then I knew for certain I was still alive."
- George (Yuri) Rodonaia, who died for 3 days and came
back to life during autopsy [Ref. 22]
"I was standing up. I opened my eyes to see why I was
standing up. I was between two hospital beds in the hospital
room. This was surprising; this wasn't right. Why was I
alive? I wanted oblivion, escape from all consuming
unbearable pain."
"Could this be a dream? I kept thinking, 'This has got to be
a dream'. But I knew that it wasn't. I was aware that I felt
more alert, more aware, and more alive than I had ever felt
in my entire life. All my senses were extremely vivid...
"I turned and looked at Beverley sitting in the chair next to
my bed. She was motionless, staring at the floor... I spoke
to her, but she didn't seem to hear. She sat absolutely
motionless. I gave up trying to talk to her for the moment
because something between us caught my attention."
"There was an object in the bed under the sheet. As I bent
over to look at the face of the body in the bed, I was
horrified to see the resemblance that it had to my own face.
It was impossible that that thing could be me because I was
standing over it and looking at it..."
"I turned around to Monsieur Fleurn in the bed behind me. I
bent over him and yelled inches from his face, 'Why are you
ignoring me?'. He looked right through me as though I were
not even there... He stared right through me as if I were
invisible."
- Howard Storm, ex-atheist, Professor and NDE survivor
[Ref. 13]

2) a feeling of peace and painlessness

"I felt so good. I didn't feel any pain"
"I didn't give it a second thought because I felt so good."
"I don't know how long I stayed above my body looking
down at it. But suddenly, I was in the most beautiful golden
Light, and I stayed there. I felt so loved, calm, peaceful,
happy. I can't find words to express what it was like. The
Golden Light was all around me, all within me. I was in the
Golden Light with no seperation whatsoever. I didn't think of
anyone or anything. Being there, I needed not a thing. Such
powerful love, and so much love, so much beauty there. I
felt love, compassion, understanding, knowledge. There is
my true home and here is my earthly home."
- Sally from Colarado [Ref. 23]
"I felt no pain. I could see the pain and anguish on my face,
lying there in the bed, but I was up above. I was
comfortable and pain free and I was amazed."
- Nel, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]
"From immense pain I found myself engulfed by peace and
tranquility. It was a feeling I had never known before and
have not had since. It was like bathing in a glorious
calmness. I had no idea what had happened, but even in
this moment of peacefulness I wanted to know where I
was."
- Dannion Brinkley, NDE survivor [Ref. 24]

"I had traveled to another realm of total and absolute peace.
With no physical body my movement was unencumbered.
Thought was the avenue for travel. I floated up through
blackness where there was no fear, no pain, no
misunderstandings, but instead a sense of well-being. I was
enveloped by total bliss in an atmosphere of unconditional
love and acceptance. The darkness was warm and soft, a
blanket of velvety love, stretching endlessly. The freedom of
total peace was intensified beyond any ecstatic feeling I've
ever felt on Earth. In the distance, a horizon of glorious
white, golden light beckoned me forward.
As the brilliance increased and the encompassing rays
stretched to meet me, I felt that time, as we know it, was
nonexistent. Time and existence were a blending and a
melding of the past, present and future into this one
moment. A sense of all-knowing enveloped me. Every part
of my being was satisfied with an unconditional love beyond
description. All questions were answered. An inner peace
without striving or achieving was created and understood."
- Laurelynn Martin, Tennisplayer and NDE survivor
[Ref. 23]
"I was completely comfortable and no longer in any pain. All
of the distress I was in while lying in my hospital bed was
gone. I felt like I was bobbing about in a warm bath."
- Grace Bubulka-Hatmaker, NDE survivor
[Ref. 25]

3) an out-of-body experience

"I rose six to ten feet above and three to five feet in front of
my standing body. I could see the whole area, including
dust, scraps of paper and wood scraps on the top of the
cabinets behind my body. Another student, his back to me,
was ripping twelve foot boards of oak on a table saw about
fifteen feet in front of my body."
- Kenneth, NDE Survivor [Ref. 26]
"Very abruptly, I became aware that I was no longer in my
physical body. I was up on the ceiling, looking down at the
bed, the IV bottles, the blood running, the beeps of the
monitors were going, and the flourescent light overhead
was humming incessantly. I looked all around and thought
'Wow! This is really some kind of a trip!' ... I looked around
and I saw a beautiful delicate cobweb and there was some
cracked plaster over the window. I thought to myself 'My
God. For $325 a day, why don't they keep the room clean
and fix that plaster?'"
- Nel, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]
"I realised that I was not in my physical body. I felt no pain
or discomfort. I felt totally at peace with myself. I was
standing behind my coach and one of the other player's
father. They were both kneeling over me in the infield,
where I was lying on my back."
- Neev, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]

"I began to look around, to roll over in midair. Below me was
my own body, thrown across the bed. My shoes were
smoking and the telephone was melted in my hand. I could
see Sandy run into the room. She stood over the bed and
looked at me with a dazed expression, the kind you might
find on the parent of a child found floating facedown in a
swimming pool.
Tommy showed up in less than ten minutes. He knew
something was wrong because he had heard the explosion
over the telephone. I watched as Tommy held me and
cursed the slowness of the ambulance, which we could
hear approaching in the distance. I hovered above the three
of them - Sandy, Tommy, and myself - as the medical
technicians loaded me onto the stretcher and wheeled me
to the ambulance.
From where I hovered, about fifteen feet above everyone, I
could see the pouring rain hitting my face and drenching the
backs of the ambulance crew. The perspective I had was
that of a television camera. Without passion or pain, I
watched as the person on the stretcher began to twitch and
jump."
- Dannion Brinkley, NDE survivor who was struck by
lightning [Ref. 24]
"Suddenly I was fully aware and I was standing up, but my
body was in the bed. There was this darkness around me.
Being out of my body was even more vivid than ordinary
experience. It was so vivid that I could see every room in
the house, I could see the top of the house, I could see
around the house, I could see under the house."
- Mellen-Thomas Benedict, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]

4) a tunnel experience

"I felt myself moving through a dark void. It was like a
tunnel, but it was so dark that it could have been five feet in
diameter or thousands of miles. I seemed to be picking up
speed and travelling in a perfectly straight line through the
void. I felt as if wind was blowing across my face. There
was no actual wind though. There were only sensations that
would be present if there were wind. I felt as if I were
moving at the speed of light through the blackness, and far
away in the distance I could see a small pinpoint of light that
seemed to be growing larger. I somehow knew that this was
my destination. I sped along until it became a huge mass of
beautiful and brilliant white light. I stopped short right before
reaching it for I felt I was getting too far away from the Earth
to find my way back."
- Craig, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]
"The tunnel I went through was long and very dark. I went
through it real fast. There was light at the end. When we
saw the light I was very happy... The light was very bright"
- Nina, 9 yrs old, talking to Dr Raymond Moody [Ref. 27]
"I became aware of where I was when quite suddenly I
found myself standing in the air - suspended as it were in
space - looking at my body on the operating table... We
travelled along a dark passage but all the time I could see a
light at the end. When we got there it was like going through
thick cobwebs into the most marvellous place I have ever
seen."
- Revd Royston Fraser, England [Ref. 28]

"At that instant, I found myself inside a beautiful white
tunnel full of joy and peace, a happiness for which there are
no human words that can describe the grandeur of the
moment. The climax of the moment was immense. I was
happy and joyful, nothing weighed me down. At the end of
that tunnel, I saw like a sun, a most beautiful light. I call it
white to name a colour because no colour on Earth is
comparable with that most beautiful light."
- Dr Gloria Polo in "I want to go to Heaven the moment I
die"
"A tunnel was forming, opening like the eye of a hurricane
and coming toward me. I actually didn't move at all; the
tunnel came to me.
There was the sound of chimes as the tunnel spiraled
toward and then around me. Soon there was nothing to be
seen - no crying Sandy, no ambulance attendants trying to
jump-start my dead body, no desperate chatter with the
hospital over the radio - only a tunnel that engulfed me
completely and the intensely beautiful sound of seven
chimes ringing in rhythmic succession.
I looked ahead into the darkness. There was a light up
there, and I began to move toward it as quickly as possible.
I was moving without legs at a high rate of speed. Ahead
the light became brighter and brighter until it overtook the
darkness and left me standing in a paradise of brilliant
light."
- Dannion Brinkley, NDE survivor

5) encountering "People of Light"

"Somehow an unexpected peace descended upon me. I
found myself floating on the ceiling over the bed looking
down at my unconscious body. I barely had time to realise
the glorious strangeness of the situation - that I was me but
not in my body - when I was joined by a radiant being
bathed in a shimmering white glow. Like myself, this being
flew but had no wings. I felt a reverent awe when I turned to
him; this was no ordinary angel or spirit, but he had been
sent to deliver me. Such love and gentleness emanated
from his being that I felt that I was in the presence of the
messiah."
"Whoever he was, his presence deepened my serenity and
awakened a feeling of joy as I recognised my companion.
Gently he took my hand and we flew right through the
window. I felt no surprise at my ability to do this. In this
wondrous presence, everything was as it should be."
- Beverley, NDE survivor [Ref.23]
"She was clothed in light, extraordinarily beautiful and
loving. She was the most beautiful woman I had ever seen
and I almost cry when I think about it. She wore a loose
fitting white gown, and it gave off a light of its own.... The
light around her was flooding into me, and seemed to pour
into everything.... The light that shone from the centre of her
was gloriously beautiful. This light, combined with her
colouring, had an astonishing impact on me. The facial
features were overpowered by this inner radiance. I could
literally feel her love and care... I had the impression that
she knew me very well, and that I was very familiar to her,
but she didn't say."
- Steve, 45 yrs old, Southern California [Ref. 23]

"When I got out of the tunnel... I never hit the ground. I was
gliding... I didn't crawl and I couldn't walk because I was just
9 months old... So I was just gliding and then, all of a
sudden, about 50 yards in front of me, there were these
white clouded figures... They kinda gave me a warmth and
love that I was welcome there"
- Mark, speaking at an International Association for Near
Death Studies (IANDS) conference in June, 1991, in Seattle
"After a few moments two angels came along and said,
'This way'."
- Revd Royston Fraser, England [Ref. 28]

"Then Jesus called out in a musical tone to some of the
luminous entities radiating from the great centre. Several
came and circled around us. The radiance luminating from
their luminous being contained exquisite colours of a range
and intensity far exceeding anything I had experienced
before. They were composed of many colours that I had not
seen before. It was like looking at the iridescence in the
deep brilliance of a diamond. The words we have are simply
not adequate to express their beauty. The eminations from
those beings didn't resemble light as we experience it.
When you look into a bright light, the intensity hurts your
eyes. The luminous beings were far brighter than a powerful
search light, yet I could look at them with no sense of
discomfort. In fact, their radiance penetrated me; I could
feel it inside me and through me, and it made me feel
wonderful. It was ecstacy. These were the saints and
angels "
- Howard Stom, ex-atheist, in the book "My Descent into
Death" [Ref. 13]

6) encountering a "Being of Light", a "force" or similar

"This loving, luminous being who embraced me knew me
intimately. He knew me better than I knew myself. He was
knowledge and wisdom. I knew that he knew everything
about me. I was unconditionally loved and accepted..."
"I experienced love in such intensity that nothing I had ever
known before was comparable. His love was greater than
all human love put together. His love totally enveloped me,
and I realised that he had substance. He was indescribably
wonderful: goodness, power, knowledge and love. He was
more loving than one can begin to imagine or describe.
Jesus did indeed love me."
"This person of blinding glory loved me with overwhelming
power. After what I had been through, to be completely
known, accepted and intensely loved by this beautiful
God/man of light surpassed everything I had ever known or
could possibly have imagined."
- Howard Storm, from his book "My Descent into Death"
[Ref. 13]
"It was loving me with overwhelming power. After what I had
been through, to be completely known, accepted and
intensely loved by this being of light surpassed anything I
had known or could have imagined. I began to cry and the
tears kept coming and coming."
"Then, off in the distance, I saw a vast area of illumination
that looked like a galaxy. In the centre, there was an
enormously bright concentration. Outside the centre,
countless millions of spheres of light were flying about,
entering and leaving the great Beingness at the centre."
- Howard Storm [Ref. 13]

"NO MATTER WHAT! The light was extremely concerned
and loving towards all people. I can remember looking at
the people together and the light asking me to 'love the
people'. I wanted to cry, I felt so deeply for them.... I
thought, 'If they could only know how much they're loved,
maybe they wouldn't feel so scared or lonely anymore'."
- Peggy, automobile accident victim who suffered fatal
compound skull fracture, Dallas
"Before my experience, I guess I was like most people
struggling with a better self image. But I really experienced
how precious and how loved I am by God - the light ."
"...Suddenly, I became aware of a light. It was all around
me, it enveloped me, it completely surrounded me. It was
an unearthly kind of light. It had colour that is unmatched
here on Earth. It was not a beam of sunlight; it was not the
glow from a 100 Watt bulb; it was not a roaring fire; it was
not a host of candles; it was not a celestial explosion in the
midnight sky."
"It was warm; it was radiant; it was peaceful; it was
accepting; it was forgiving; it was completely nonjudgemental; and it gave me a sense of total security the
likes of which I had never known. I loved it. It was
perfection; it was total, unconditional love. It was anything
and everything you would wish for on Earth. It was all there
in the Light."
- Nancy Clark, Ohio [Ref.23]
"I looked to my right and could see a silver form appearing
like a silhouette through mist. As it approached I began to
feel a deep sense of love that encompassed all of the
meanings of the word. It was as though I were seeing a
lover, mother, and best friend, multiplied a thousand fold.
As the Being of Light came closer, these feelings of love
intensified until they became almost too pleasurable to
withstand.
The Being of Light stood directly in front of me. As I gazed
into its essence I could see prisms of color, as though it
were composed of thousands of tiny diamonds, each
emitting the colors of the rainbow."
- Dannion Brinkley, NDE survivor [Ref. 24]

7) being given a "life review"

"This time, my question led me to my life review. It was like
watching my life from start to finish on an editing machine
stuck in fast forward. The review took me from my
conception which felt like the blackness I experienced after
my out of body experience, through my childhood, to
adolescence, into my teens, and through my near death
experience over again. I saw my life. I re-lived my life. I felt
everything I ever felt before. When I say 'everything', I mean
every cut, pain, emotion and sense associated with that
particular time in my life. At the same time, I saw the effects
of my life on the people around me.... I felt all that they felt
and, through this, I understood the repurcussions of
everything I did, be it good or bad. This life review was the
most beautiful thing I had ever seen. And at the same time,
the most horrifying thing I was ever to experience."
- Neev, student, reporting to Professor Kenneth Ring
[Ref. 23]

"When my life went before my eyes, it was not from my earliest memory of 13 months. There was an enormous TV
screen in front of me... Way over on the left was my memory at 13 months, and way over on the right was July, 1972,
age 38. Everything in between was right there and I could see the whole thing, all at the same instant."
- Nel, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]

"At that moment, there was a second TV screen, which
was just as big as the first. It showed me glimpses of
what was to come. It showed me that I would have a
prolonged period of physical pain for myself; it showed
me that members of my fanily would suffer physical
pain; it showed me that my sister in law would die
prematurely, and she did. I saw a very rocky road. The
presence (who was with her the whole time) said,'You
will go back and hold your family together; you will be
it's cement'.'"
- Nel, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]
" Mine was not a review but a reliving. For me, it was a
total re-living of every thought I had ever thought, every
word I had ever spoken, and every deed I had ever
done; plus, the effect of each thought, word and deed
on everyone and anyone who had ever come within my
environment or sphere of influence, whether I knew
them or not.... No detail was left out, no slip of the
tongue or slur was missed. No mistake or accident
went unaccounted for. If there is such a thing as hell, as
far as I am concerned, this was hell."
- An NDE survivor, reported by P.M.H. Attwater
in the book "Coming Back"

"When you have a panoramic life review, you literally
re-live your life, in 360 degrees panorama. You see
everything that’s ever happened. You even see how
many leaves were on the tree when you were six years
old playing in the dirt in the front yard. You literally relive it.
Next you watch your life from a second person’s point
of view. In this life we’re taught to be sympathetic
toward others. But from the second person’s point of
view, you’ll feel empathy, not sympathy. After that, you
literally will become every person that you’ve ever
encountered. You will feel what it feels like to be that
person and you will feel the direct results of your
interaction between you and that person.
You know the story of the Book of Judgement? Guess
what? When you have your panoramic life review, you
are the judger. You do the judging."
When I finished the life review, I arrived at a point of
reflection in which I was able to look back on what I had
just witnessed and come to a conclusion. I was
ashamed. I realized I had led a very selfish life, rarely
reaching out to help anyone. Almost never had I smiled
as an act of brotherly love or just handed somebody a
dollar because he was down and needed a boost. No,
my life had been for me and me alone. I hadn't given a
damn about my fellow humans.
I looked at the Being of Light and felt a deep sense of
sorrow and shame. I expected a rebuke, some kind of
cosmic shaking of my soul. I had reviewed my life and
what I had seen was a truly worthless person. What did
I deserve if not a rebuke?
As I gazed at the Being of Light I felt as though he was
touching me. From that contact I felt a love and joy that
could only be compared to the nonjudgmental
compassion that a grandfather has for a grandchild.
"Who you are is the difference that God makes," said
the Being. "And that difference is love."
- Dannion Brinkley, NDE survivor [Ref. 24]

8) a reluctance to return to life

"Jesus asked me this question “Ian, now that you have
seen do you wish to return?”
I thought "Return, of course not. Why would I want to
go back? Why would I want to return to the misery and
hatred? No, I have nothing to return for. I have no wife
or kids, no one who really loves me. I want to go on in.”
But he didn't move so I looked back one last time to
say, “Goodbye cruel world I'm out of here!”
As I did, in a clear vision right in front of the tunnel,
stood my mother. As I saw her I knew I had just lied;
there was one person who loved me – my dear Mum.
Not only had she loved me, but also I knew she had
prayed for me every day of my life, and she had tried to
show me God. In my pride and arrogance I had mocked
her beliefs. But she had been right, there was a God
and a heaven and a hell. I realized how selfish it would
be to go through to paradise and leave my mother
believing that I had gone to hell. She would have no
idea that I'd had a deathbed prayer and repented of my
sins and received Jesus as my Lord and Savior. She
would have just got a dead body in a box from
Mauritius.
So I said, "God, there's only one person really I want to
go back for and that is my mum. I want to tell her that
what she believes in is true, that there is a living God,
that there is a heaven and a hell, that there is a door
and Jesus Christ is that door and that we can only
come through him". Then as I looked back again, I saw
behind her my father, my brother and sister, my friends,
and a multitude of people behind them. God was
showing me that there were a lot of other people who
also don't know, and would never know unless I was
able to share with them.

I asked, “Who are all those other people?” And God said, “If
you don't return, many of these people will not get an
opportunity to hear about me because many will not put
their foot inside a church”.
I said, “God I want to go back and tell them all. I've come
here once, I don't even really know how I got here, but I can
certainly find out. If I've come here once, I know I can come
back here again. And I want to make sure I come back” "
- Ian McCormack, NDE survivor who was stung by a
poisonous jelly fish [Ref. 28,29]
"My grandmother didn't take me back through the tunnel, or
even send me back or ask me to go. She just looked up at
me. I expected to go with her, but it was communicated to
me that she just didn't think she would do that. My uncle
said he would do it. He's the one who took me back through
the end of the tunnel. Everything was fine. I did want to go.
"But then I got to the end of it and saw the thing, my body. I
didn't want to get into it ... It looked terrible, like a train
wreck. It looked like what it was: dead. I believe it was
covered. It scared me and I didn't want to look at it.
"It was communicated to me that it was like jumping into a
swimming pool. No problem, just jump right into the
swimming pool. I didn't want to, but I guess I was late or
something because he (the uncle] pushed me. I felt a
definite repelling and at the same time a pulling from the
body. The body was pulling and the tunnel was pushing ... It
was like diving into a pool of ice water ... It hurt!"
To me NDE, is the proof that all is well on the other side of
life.
- Pam Reynolds, NDE survivor [Ref. 10]

"I said, "Dad, I don't want to go - I want to stay with you. Let
me stay with you." I was most distressed, I didn't want to go
back. He sent me back. He told me that he would be there,
he would be there again for me."
- Grace, NDE survivor [Ref. 23]

9) After effects such as personality transformation, loss of
fear of death, greater spirituality, greater ecological
sensitivity.

"Most near-death survivors say they don't think there is a
God," she says. "They know."
- Nancy Evans Bush, president emeritus of the International
Association for Near-Death Studies [Ref. 30]
"Those who had undergone NDEs became more altruistic,
less materialistic, and more loving."
- Dr Raymond Moody, commenting on results of a study of
150 NDE survivors [Ref 31]
"The values you get from a NDE are not the ones you need
to function in everyday life,"
- Professor Bruce Greyson, NDE researcher and
psychiatrist [Ref. 30]
"Unconditional love - NDErs perceive themselves as equally
and fully loving of each and all, openly generous, excited
about the potential and wonder of each person they see.
Confused family members tend to regard this sudden switch
in behavior as oddly threatening, as if their loved one had
become aloof, un-responsive, even uncaring or unloving.
Lack of boundaries - Familiar codes of conduct can lose
relevance or disappear altogether as unlimited avenues of
interest and inquiry take priority. This new frame of
reference can infuse NDErs with such an accepting nature
that they can and do display childlike naivet. With the fading
of previous norms and standards, basic cautions and
discernments can also fade."

Timelessness - Most NDErs begin to "flow" with natural shift
of time, rejecting locks and schedules as they exhibit a
heightened awareness of the present moment and the
importance of "now." They are easily distracted and can
appear "spacey" until they readjust to the demands of daily
routines.
The psychic - Extrasensory perception and various types of
psychic phenomena become normal and ordinary in the
lives of NDErs. A person's religious beliefs do not prevent
this expansion of faculties or enlargements of perceptual
range. This can frighten the unprepared and be
misconstrued as "the devil's work" when it is actually more
akin to "gifts of the spirit."
Reality switches - Hard-driving achievers and materialists
can transform into easy-going philosophers; but, by the
same token, those once more relaxed or uncommitted can
become energetic "movers and shakers," determined to
make a difference in the world. Switches seem to depend
more on what is "needed" to round out the individual's
growth than on any uniform result.
The soul as self - Most come to recognize themselves as an
immortal soul currently resident within material form so
lessons can be learned while sojourning in the Earth realm.
They know they are not their body; it is a "jacket" they wear.
Modes of communications - What was once foreign
becomes familiar, what was once familiar becomes foreign.
Rationale of any kind tends to lose its logic as NDErs begin
to think more abstractly and in grandiose terms. New ways
of using language, even whole new vocabularies, emerge."
- Dr P.M.H. Attwater, NDE researcher
[Ref. 30]

YOU WILL BE

REUNITED!

"I turned to my right, realizing that a group of spiritual
beings had joined us on the celestial field. This event was
indeed a homecoming for me. Among the group of spiritual
beings, I recognized deceased friends and relatives from
my life. I also recognized other friends from my spiritual life
prior to my birth on Earth. I was filled with joy when I
recognized my grandparents, aunts, and uncles who had
died during my life. However, I was disappointed because I
did not see my Dad among the group. I then recognized
other friends from my life, including a girl from high school. I
did not know she had died. The feelings of love and joy that
I shared with these relatives and friends were far beyond
the emotions I had shared with them during my life. As the
child of an alcoholic and broken home, I did not
communicate feelings to relatives or friends very well. In
fact, I wasn't aware that I had many feelings. Most of my
feelings were hidden inside. Now that I was at my
homecoming as a spiritual being, the greetings were the
kind that I had imagined took place in a healthy family. It
seemed as if we were celebrating every major holiday,
every birth and birthday, every wonderful event in all of our
lives in a manner that we could never celebrate as mortal
human beings. I wanted this celebration and homecoming
to continue forever..."
- Ned Doughty, NDE survivor [Ref. 32]
"Immediately I was in the most beautiful serene place I had
ever been. My grandfather, another person whom I had
known in a previous life, and a guardian were ready to help
me with the transition. They told me of the accident, showed
me the site. It was my time to come home they said. The
overwhelming love and happiness of that place was so
inviting."
- Karen Schaeffer, NDE survivor [Ref. 33]

"When you die you are greeted by loved ones first so
that you may understand what has happened. There is
a big celebration, like a birthday party, heralding your
arrival. Family and friends who have gone on before
you are there to celebrate your arrival."
- Betty Bethards, NDE survivor [Ref. 34]
"And then I was Home and I knew it was Home and I
wasn't afraid. I saw lots of people I knew, some of
whom I've since met, and a lot of whom I knew were
"related" but that wasn't what mattered. What mattered
was that I KNEW them and they KNEW me and we
hadn't said a word. Or, well, we had, sort of, only not
SAID. But I have never since been involved in such a
joyful welcome, being loved, totally loved."
- Michelle Dillon, NDE survivor [Ref. 35]
"As I admired the beauty of the light, I was drawn
closer, feeling the radiant warmth, infinite love and
lasting peace. I felt as if I were home home in the light.
Before I became further engulfed in the light, I became
aware of many spirits. They surrounded, embraced and
supported my journey with their gentleness, knowledge
and guidance. I felt one of them approach from my right
upper side. This familiar presence came forward and
my feelings changed to sheer joy when I discovered my
thirty year old brother-in-law, the one who had died
seven months earlier from cancer. My essence moved
to meet his essence. I couldn't see with my eyes or
hear with my ears, yet I instinctively knew that it was
"Wills." I heard his smile, saw his laughter and felt his
humor. It didn't make sense, but it made complete
sense. We were separate but we were also one. It was
as if I had come home and my brother-in-law was here
to greet me. I instantly thought how glad I was to be
with him..."
- Laurelynn Martin, NDE survivor [Ref. 36]

"Two elderly women came. I recognized them as both
my grandmothers. They had died some five or six years
previously. My father's mother looked quiet and
solemn. My mother's mother was pleased to see me
but, at the gate-keeper's bidding, was quite firm in her
tone. I had to promise solemnly not to try to return. I
agreed."
- Robert Coleman [Ref. 37]
"Then I saw my Grandmother who had died 15 years
earlier of a long and cruel illness and that I had loved
very much. She had gangrene in one leg and had to
have it amputated. At the time of her death, her illness
had really taken a toll on her appearance. But when I
saw her she looked radiant. She looked about 35 years
old, healthy and had both of her legs! I was SO happy
to see her and I wanted to stay with her. I asked her if
she was OK and she told me she was fine and then told
me I had to go back. She told me, "It is not your time.
You have many things to do." And with that I was
slammed back into my body - back was the pain and I
felt sad."
- Karen Floyd [Ref. 38]
"I saw myself floating away...down a tunnel with a bright
light at the end. Once I hit the bright light, I looked
around and I was in a large beautiful field. I saw my
childhood dog running in the grass beside me, and I
tried to stop, but I was floating too fast. Then parts of
my life started flashing by me it was like a huge movie
screen of my life surrounding this field."
- Anonymous,from IANDS database

"I thought, "I know that face," and I suddenly realized, "Oh
God, it's my aunty Hannah," who died eleven years ago. "
"And then I saw my uncle Abraham, who died before I was
born, and I knew them. They were not speaking, their
mouths weren't moving, but they were there, and they were
sort of there for me. I knew they were there to see me, and
they knew me, even though they'd never met me (I'm going
to end up crying). My granny, who I'd never met, my
grandfather, just all the people I've never known and even
those I'd known a bit who'd died many years before, or
who'd even died recently, and they were there. Anyway,
then I turned and I looked at this figure standing next to me
- it was my father."
"I looked down and there was my dog Lucky. He died when
I was very young, and he was just there. Of course now if I
was to go to the same place, my German shepherd would
be there, too. I'm quite looking forward to seeing Razzy
again."
- Grace, NDE survivor [Ref. 39]

"As the density changed, becoming lighter and finer, I felt
that I was being lifted to another level of awareness - and
then I found myself in surroundings that appeared to be
more substantial - Maggi was there. My beautiful dog, my
beloved springer, came to me. She had died less than a
month before, and John and I still ached from her absence.
I felt her presence, her love, and she appeared to me as
she had when she was in physical form - only younger,
more vital. She said, "You know that Daddy can't handle
both of us being gone right now."
"Yes, I'm going back," I replied. "Will you come soon?"
"When it is time, we will know. Now I will show you
wondrous things. Let's explore together."
Maggi and I played in the color field, stepping into various
hues and feeling their particular vibration. The matchless
quality of the colors fascinated me because I hadn't seen
anything like them before, and cannot to this day find words
to describe the beauty of the shades and hues.
Maggi wanted to show me where she lived, which she said
was patterned by much of what she remembered of the
homes where she had lived with us. She had held the
images in her mind, pressed, and created a place of
residence. As she spoke of her home, we arrived there,
which didn't seem strange at all at the time. Later I realized
that it was a rather bizarre experience - not only the
instantaneous "being there" in the space of a thought but
also the idea that our dog actually had a beautiful home on
the other side. "

"As I stood in Maggi's dwelling place, I felt great joy.
There was a fire in the fireplace, giving the room a
warm, friendly glow. A wall of books - of course!
Beautiful paintings and oriental rugs. One whole side of
the room was glass and you could look out on a vista of
rolling hills, bubbling streams, and many trees.
We sat comfortably on one of the soft, velvety seats,
content just to be together. I stroked her beautiful head
and she laid her paws across my legs. To touch again
was so precious, for there was so much love between
us. Without spoken words we shared memories and
deep feelings. Much communication over here was
silent, although sound was sometimes used simply
because it was so pleasant. My heart overflowed with
gratitude for the opportunity to have this reunion - and
see my loved one so joyously, vibrantly alive in what
can truly be called paradise. Reluctantly, we left Mag's
lovely home, for I felt an inner prodding to move on."
"...As I approached the physical form, I passed five
individuals who seemed to be assisting me. Maggi was
still with me, and the last thing I remember seeing was
her sweet face."
- Jan Price, NDE survivor and one of the founders of
the Quartus Foundation
[Ref. 40]

"The ride through the tunnel was like nothing else. I
remember thinking, "So this is death."
The tunnel was dark, and every once in a while
something that looking like lightning would flash across
my path. These flashes were brilliant in color and didn't
scare me. At the end of the tunnel was a bright light.
From the light came two dogs of mine. One was a collie
named Mimi who had died three years previously from
an infection, and the other was a box named Sam who
had died two years before after being hit by a car. The
dogs came running and jumped on me and kissed my
face with their tongues. Their tongues weren't wet, and
I felt no weight when they jumped on me. The dogs
seemed to glow from a light that was inside them.
I recall saying to myself, "Thank you, God, for letting my
dogs be alive."
I hugged my dogs as tight as I could.
I then called my dogs and together we started walking
toward the light. All colors were in the light and it was
warm, a living thing, and there were people as far as
the eye could see, and they were glowing with an inner
light - just like my dogs. In the distance I could see
fields, hills, and a sky.
The light spoke and it said, "Lynn, it is not time for you
yet. Go back, child."
"
- Lynn, NDE survivor,whose account was reported in
P.M.H. Attwater's book "Children of the New Millenium"
[Ref. 41]

SUICIDE

We struggled with the subject of suicide and hell for some
time. As bereavement therapists, it is our prime objective to
comfort the bereaved and give them hope based on
evidence that they will be reunited with their loved ones in
Heaven. Yet we cannot hide from the truth or the
information we have. There are times when this has, in the
past, produced conflict. For example, if the parent or loved
one of someone who has committed suicide comes to us for
help, we really don't want to tell that person that their loved
one has gone to hell because they committed suicide - and
yet Near Death Experience accounts from people who have
committed suicide are far from pleasant or encouraging.
The answer to this terrible dilemma came following reading
"Hope Beyond Hell" by Gerry Beauchemin - in which he
tells us that the word eternal has been seriously
mistranslated and hence misunderstood. [Ref. 42]
"the Greek word aion...is mostly translated "eternal",
"everlasting" and for "ever" in the King James Version.
However, some translations read "age abiding", "age
during" or "eon" . Robert Young, author of the highly
respected Youngs's Analytical Concordance, in his literal
translation of the Bible, always translates it 'age' and never
once as 'everlasting' or 'eternal' ."
We also found it hard to accept that a loving God would be
less compassionate than us. If we (with all our
imperfections and flawed human compassion) can think it
unfair that someone be cast into quite literally eternal
damnation, then surely an all loving God with supreme love
and compassion should be more compassionate than us?
Yet, anyone who takes a walk through the drug dens of
major cities can surely see that people sometimes choose a
hellish existance, for whatever reason. If someone was to
create a hellish life for themselves on Earth, then are they
ready for Heaven? What would Heaven be like if there was
not the spiritual equivalent of a dress code? Not very
Heavenly, we would guess.

Instead, we believe that there are states beyond death that
are preparation processes for Heaven. NDE survivor,
Howard Storm talks of the need for a purging of the
negative parts of us before our entry into Heaven.
Fr Rod describes hell as a prison where Jesus comes every
day, opens the door and invites us out. When we can
accept that invitation, then we can go with him.
The question of suicide and hell prompts heavy theological
debate. It is beyond the scope of this short book to
seriously engage in that debate, but these Bible quotes are
relevent:
Jesus said...
"Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my
voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup
with him, and he with me.
To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my
throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with my
Father in his throne.
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto
the churches." (Rev._3:19-22)
"We went through fire... but You brought us out to rich
fulfillment (Ps. 66:12)"
"Who will have all men saved (1Ti 2:4)"

The following is a short extract from a fascinating and
insightful account from a lady who committed suicide and
was lucky enough to be returned to complete her mission
and share her experience:

"And I was shown that for me, the realm of darkness was
quite literally spiritual time-out, a place where I was
supposed to grasp the gravity of my offenses and to pay the
price. But I had to ask, why me? Why was it that I could see
God while the vacant husk of a man next to me could not?
Why was I absorbing light and being taught, while he was
hunkering down in misery and darkness?"
"I was told that the reason is willingness. When I first looked
at that man and wondered if he had been alive during the
earthly ministry of Jesus, the question showed that I was
willing to believe in God, willing to believe that Christ had
once walked the Earth. And once I was willing to believe, I
was able to see. Willingness and ability are the same thing.
All around me on the dark realm were people of varying
degrees of willingness, of understanding, of ability to see
that Jesus Christ was there with us the whole time. I don't
know if the others were talking to God as I was or if they
were talking to other messengers of light that I was not yet
capable of seeing, but I'm sure that not all of them were just
mumbling to themselves. And I could see that my spiritual
time-out could have lasted a moment, or it could have taken
me thousands of years to progress out of that dark prison,
depending on when I reached the point of willingness to see
the light."
- Angie Fenimore [Ref. 43]

A NEW PARADIGM
by Dr Caroline Wilkins

As a scientist, I hunger for truth. I studied physics in a never
ending journey to learn the truth of the Universe. I thought it
would lead me to the bigger truths, but I found that the
boundaries of science end very firmly at the edge of the
Universe.
As a 6 yr old child, I asked my teachers what was beyond
the edge of the Universe. I asked the same question of a
top cosmologist at Durham University, many years later.
"That isn't defined" he said.
I was pretty horrified to hear this at the time. There had
been a lot of blood, sweat and tears to get to that point in
my academic career - and that was my answer?!?!?! It
wasn't enough.
Many years later, I have found the answers to my questions
- or at least some of them. I think that others that study the
NDE phenomenon will find answers to their deepest and
biggest questions too.
When a child one day asks you "What's at the edge of the
Universe?", it is our hope that this book and the fine body of
research and material available about Near Death
Experience accounts will enable you to give them the
answers nobody was able to give me.
Nonetheless, the Near Death Experience phenomenon
presents a challenge to the scientific mind. For obvious
ethical and safety reasons, the fundamental "repeat and
average under controlled conditions" principle of the
scientific method can not be applied. We can't keep killing
people and bringing them back to life under controlled
conditions afterall! To start with, the recovery rates from
cardiac arrest can be as low as 2%. [Ref. 1, 44]
So how can a scientist respond to NDE evidence? Leading
NDE researcher and pioneer, Professor Peter Fenwick
oftens desribes a need for a new paradigm and this has
inspired my conclusions.

It seems to me that the scientific method most usually gets
applied from a start point that excludes the supernatural
(just like Higher Criticism in theology). Having done a lot of
mathematical modelling in the course of my own research, I
see that approach as effectively picking a starting point in
multidimensional space - a start point of where supernatural
parameters are zeroed. This is like taking a 2 dimensional
plane cross-section through a 3 dimensional surface. By
insisting that the solution lies in that plane, we clearly
exclude the possibility that a better solution might lay at a
place in space with a non-zero supernatural parameter.
More simply, if you insist that all sheep live at sea level, you
will never see a sheep on a mountain top. And if you insist
all fish swim on the surface and conduct all your research at
sea level, you will remain ignorant of all the sea life below.
(In this example, height above or below sea level
corresponds to the supernatural parameter.)
If we instead pick a point in which supernatural parameters
are not zeroed, we can take and test small steps in every
dimensional direction. We can apply the scientific method
from that new start point - we don't have to throw away
scientific rigour just because we have started with a
different set of assumptions. I propose a new paradigm that
applies the scientific method within a possibility space that
has non-zero supernatural parameters.
Mathematical modelling is always prone to false minima even in two dimensions, with the problem increasing with
each parameter or dimension that is explored. It seems to
me that mainstream science has become trapped in a false
minima due to it's choice of a zero-supernatural start point.
In lay-man's terms, instead of starting with an assumption
that supernatural is impossible and finding that all roads
lead back to that initial assumption, how about we instead
make our start point one where we accept the possibility of
supernatural and see what new discoveries that can lead us
to?

NDE research is not the realm of fantasy or simply
amateurs. There are many eminent and respected
scientists working in the field - doctors, neuro-scientists,
psychologists and physicists. There are important studies in
progress at the moment and much solid research already
published. (Please see list of references and suggested
further reading.)
Near Death Experience research started when doctors were
being told surprisingly consistent and fascinating accounts
of Near Death Experiences by people they had personally
attended and certified the death of. Doctors are men and
women of science and are not inclined to flights of fantasy
or wild goose chases. They began the research because
the NDE accounts they were being told by their patients
were convincing.
The Near Death Experience phenomena cannot be ignored,
without serious loss of opportunity to learn.
Have you ever asked what the meaning of life is? Why you
are here? Why bad things happen to good people?
Did you ever get a good or convincing answer to these
questions?
We believe that NDE accounts contain the answers to these
questions and many more.
The enquiring mind will find a feast of information in the
accounts of NDE survivors, from the meaning of life to
cosmology and the future of mankind. And yet the logical
and the scientific minds need only adopt a new frame of
reference from which to explore - a frame of reference
where the supernatural is possible, where there is room for
the possibility for the existance of God, a non-time
dimension, eternal life.
You don't need to assume any of these things are true or
actually do exist. You just need to allow for the possibility...

FURTHER EVIDENCE: Shared Death Experiences
A transcript of an interview by
Paul Perry with Dr Raymond Moody,
prior to their forthcoming book
on Shared Death Experiences

Dr Raymond Moody: For a long time, we have known that
people who almost die and return have these extraordinary
experiences. But it is now becoming quite obvious that this
experience is also very common amongst those that are
standing at the bedside of the dying loved one. That is, it's
quite common that when the loved one dies the people
standing around will say that they seem to leave their
bodies, they seem to accompany the dying person part way
into another realm.
Paul Perry: And these people who are not near death, who
are perfectly well?
Dr Raymond Moody: Absolutely. They are just standing
there accompanying at the bedside someone who is dying.
And all of the effects that we hear from Near Death
Experiences are also present in the shared death
experience. People say that they become aware of a
beautiful light. A very common feature is that they tell us
that they see the relatives of the deceased person coming
to meet them and to take them away. Another very common
feature is of this is that people will tell us that they actually
see the spirit of the person who is dying stand up or rise up
from the body that's just deceased. Very often this takes the
form of a misty globe, sometimes a globe of golden light.
Sometimes it's described more as a greyish cloud and that
this just rises up and typically passes through the ceiling.
In quite a number of cases however, this is described as
having more of a form - people will say, as though there
were a transparent replica of the person who is dying that
sort of just sits up or stands up out of the body and goes
away.

Paul Perry: Do they have other parts of the experience as
well? Do they go up a tunnel with the person who's dying?
Dr Raymond Moody: You know..I can't recall off-hand
people talking about a tunnel although I can think of cases
where people say there's a passage way of some sort, that
they seem to go across, at least part way with the person
who is dying. And, most extraordinarily of all, I have a
number of cases in which the bystander actually coparticipated in a panoramic Life Review of the person who
has passed away. Including most remarkably an elderly
woman I talked with some years ago who had been very
attached to her husband because they had had one of
those 30 or 40 or 50 year marriages – a real, real long
marriage, they had been friends since childhood. And as he
died she said that his entire life was around them in a
panorama and she saw the parts that she was involved in
and also she saw aspects of his life that she had not known
about before.
And I've heard that same story from numerous other
people. Now the implication of this, if you think about it, is
that this really does throw a monkey wrench into the
traditional way of debating about Near Death Experiences.
Because what the physiologists tell us, who say that these
experiences are hallucinatory, is that as the person is dying
the oxygen supply to their brain is lowered and hence they
have these hallucinatory effects. But, if that's true, why
would the bystanders have the same kind of experience?
That's very difficult to explain.
I think that, once these findings come out and are
thoroughly understood by the public, we are going to be into
an entirely new dimension of discussing Near Death
Experiences because that old stand by “Oh this is just
hallucinations caused by brain damage” - that's out the
window with these empathic death experiences.

Paul Perry: So do you think that shared death experiences
are more important, in a way, than Near Death
Experiences?
Dr Raymond Moody: Ultimately, I really do think that. I
believe that this new finding shows that what we have thus
far known as the Near Death Experience actually overlaps
significantly, element for element, with experiences that
take place among the bystanders. And I've emphasized
bystanders who are personally attached to their dying loved
ones but this experience is also fairly common amongst
physicians for example. Sometimes physicians who are
called suddenly to resuscitate someone that they never
even knew. And yet in a significant number of cases that
I've gathered over the years, physicians have told me that
they saw the apparition of the deceased person or the spirit
of the person leave the body.
Paul Perry: One of the things I found most interesting
about all the shared death experiences we pulled together
was a couple of the ones that I call the confirmatory shared
death experiences. The surgeon at Fort Dix, for instance...
Dr Raymond Moody: Yes, about probably 30 years ago
now, at Fort Dix, New Jersey, where I was lecturing, I met
this wonderful young man, a seargeant, who told me that
some little while back he was admitted to the hospital
suddenly, I forget what, but he had a cardiac arrest and was
resuscitated. And when he got out of his body he suddenly
encountered his sister who had diabetes and was dying at
that very time period, out of her body. After he was
resuscitated and came back, he found that indeed his sister
had been in that very hospital concurrently with his own
cardiac arrest and had died from her diabetes. So he colived her dying experience while he simultaneously was
having a cardiac arrest from which he was resuscitated.
Paul Perry: In a lot of ways, I feel that shared death
experiences are really one of the most exciting fields of
study for the study of the afterlife.

Dr Raymond Moody: Oh my goodness yes, Paul. There's
no question about it because now you see this totally
subverts the common argument that Near Death
Experiences are just the chemistry of the dying brain
caused by oxygen deprivation because the bystanders at
the bedside of the dying loved one, if the physiological
explanation is true, why would the bystanders have
identically the same experience? Including such things for
example as ineffability – the people who have these shared
death experiences will tell you that they just have no words
for it.
Paul Perry: Now, if you don't mind me saying this, you and
your family had a shared death experience at the bedside of
your mother.
Dr Raymond Moody: I did indeed. In 1994, when my
mother was dying, my wife and I and my sisters and one of
my brother-in-laws were there and all had astonishing
experiences at the moment my mother died. And again, I
am into this realm, Paul, where words fail. I don't know what
to say about my experience except that the configuration of
the room changed. I know that sounds odd.
Paul Perry: Yes, that's an odd one. But many people who
have shared death experiences talk about a change in
geometry
Dr Raymond Moody: They do. A change in geometry. And
the best way I can describe it is that instead of a box
shaped room like a normal hospital room, I felt that I was in
a sort of hour-glass shaped thing.
Dr Raymond Moody: This is the new frontier of knowledge.
Not only this awareness that these Near Death Experiences
are not confined to the people who almost die, but kind of
leak out by whatever unknown means to the people
standing around.

Final message from the authors...
You have now sifted through some of the evidence for
continuity of life beyond death.
The atheist boldly states that "there is no life after
death". Yet, when pressed, he can provide no evidence
to back up his claim. The best an atheist can manage is
a null argument or an attack or criticism of evidence
that supports continuity of life. On the other hand, the
evidence that we have presented to you in this book,
when added all together, is substantial and convincing.
We have dispelled the common myths and countered
the standard criticisms. We believe that no valid
criticism is left standing.
After many years as police officer and scientist, we
know the importance and value of evidence, data and
witnesses. We have been convinced by the evidence
for life after death. We wrote this book because we
want to share some of that information with people in
bereavement so that they do not have to rely on blind
faith but can have an intellectual faith based on solid
evidence and significant scholarly research. You do not
need to take a leap of blind faith, as both sceptics and
some believers sometimes say. Instead, you need only
take a small intellectual step, based on NDE evidence,
in order to have reasoned belief in life beyond death
and your eventual reunion with loved ones that have
gone on ahead.
We pray that, by sharing the information and research
that we have studied, we can lessen the pain of
bereavement in others and give people real hope and a
new perspective. If you have found the subject of NDE
interesting, we warmly encourage you to do your own
further research. We list some of the books, and the
papers we reference earlier, in the pages that follow.

Bereavement Rescue Centre
We provide a free and confidential bereavement care
service, in which we provide practical and emotional
support in addition to education about the scientific and
medical evidence for life after death.
We currently operate from our own homes and out in the
community. However, we are planning to build a
Bereavement Rescue Centre, here in the New Forest,
where bereaved people can come and stay, absorb the
information we offer and relax and recover from the trauma
of bereavement in the healing environment of the forest.
Our future plans include:
- training bereavement counsellers, clergy, medical and
hospice staff
- hosting support and discussion groups and lectures on
subjects in this book (we see this as an education centre)
- accommodating visitors in log cabins, so they can visit for
long weekends or longer and receive pioneering
bereavement treatment

Anyone reading this book is welcome to contact us for free
and confidential bereavement support, or simply more
information about what we have said in this book.

Further Reading
My Descent into Death: And the Message of Love Which Brought Me Back
By Howard Storm
Return from Tomorrow
By George G. Ritchie, Elizabeth Sherrill
90 Minutes in Heaven
By Don Piper
Glimpses of Heaven: True Stories of Hope and Peace at the End of Life's Journey
By Trudy Harris
Life After Life
By Raymond Moody. Foreword by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, Raymond A. Moody
Embraced by the Light: What Happens When You Die?
By Betty J. Eadie, Curtis Taylor
Evidence of the Afterlife: The Science of Near-Death Experience
By Jeffrey Long, Paul Perry
Case for Heaven: Near-Death Experiences as Evidence of the Afterlife
By Mally Cox-Chapman
The Final Frontier: Incredible Stories of Near-death Experiences
By Richard Kent, Val Fotherby
Life After Death
By Dinesh D'Souza
Lessons from the Light: What We Can Learn from the Near-death Experience
By Ken Ring
The Ripple Effect
By Betty J. Eadie
What Happens When We Die: A Ground-breaking Study into the Nature of Life and Death
By Sam Parnia
The Art of Dying
By Peter Fenwick, Elizabeth Fenwick
The Truth in the Light: Investigation of Over 300 Near Death Experiences
By Peter Fenwick, Elizabeth Fenwick
Blessing in Disguise: Another Side of the Near-death Experience
By Barbara Rommer
Life After Death: The Evidence
By Ian Wilson
I Want to Go to Heaven the Moment I Die
By Thaddeus Doyle
Mindsight: Near-Death and Out-of-Body Experiences in the Blind
By Kenneth Ring
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